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Local News
 

Growing Goblins 
By Margo Halt 
 

Goblin attacks and sightings are     
uncharacteristically on the rise this     
season. They have been spotted on the       
roads and in Illveresh, but have not       
yet wandered into more urban areas      
like Crossroads or Brenn. 
 
Goblin attacks generally surge soon     
after the Agelong festival. Their     
normal predators, which consist of     
orcs, dwindle after the summer     
solstice, which cause goblin attacks to      
rise without larger monsters to hunt      
them. 
 
These goblin attacks can be just as       
dangerous as orc or hobgoblin  
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attacks. Larger monsters generally    
move in smaller, stronger groups, but      
goblins hunt in large numbers and      
can easily overwhelm those unable to      
defend themselves. 
 
Goblins are creatures classified as     
kill on sight by armed civilians and       
law enforcement. However, if the     
goblin party is too overwhelming, it      
is highly advised to retreat as soon       
as possible and find safer ground. 
 
The Sky is Falling 
 
I'm pretty sure the sky is falling and        
we're all going to die soon. Why else        
would the stars be here on the       
ground? This is a warning to  
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everyone: don't trust these stars, they      
are just coming to take our world       
from us! 
 

The Crimson Brotherhood offensive    
claims its first Kingdom Barony! 
By: Hemp Hingswitch 
 

The evil invaders known to us only       
as the Crimson Brotherhood have     
turned their forces eastward towards     
Peth. Following the collapse of the      
southern boards, a great mass of      
warriors spilled through in to the      
Kingdom. 
 
It is hard to tell how many invaders        
have been brought down as the      
battles leave no fallen upon the      
ground from which to count loses. 
 
This in of itself is enough to leave a         
man fearful to his toes. I have never        
seen the likes of it and I tell you         
dear reader. I have seen the      
devastation of an earth elemental on      
a rampage, I have felt the battlefield       
shake beneath me as a dwarven battle       
squad ran locked step into an orc       
horde, and I have heard the far cry        
of a banshee as it left a village        
hallowed but I have never witnessed      
anything like the terror that has  

been unleashed upon us now. Peth      
has all but lost the southern half of        
Barony of Gwendale in the County      
of Baern to the Crimson     
Brotherhood. 
 
The troops have rallied and now      
hold the lines at the city of Kossuth.        
It is unknown as more of them cross        
into the lands how long these new       
lines will hold or what devastation      
they will bring next. 
 
Valvendenn castle is preparing for     
the worst as members of the Mantel       
and Serinth coordinate efforts to     
fortify. I, Hemp Hingswitch, shall     
boldly stay as close to the front line        
contact as I can to bring the latest        
news to you. But know you this, if        
my reporting stops it will not mean       
that the Crimson Brotherhood has     
stopped. At this point I do not know        
if they can be stopped. 
 
Until next report, may your loved      
ones be safe, may your fallen      
comrades know peace eternal and     
may your courage only know     
strength and conviction. 
 

A New Path 
 

Dear people of Ilvaresh, 
 
Last moon I came to your swamp       
town with my companion in the      
hopes of finding a teacher who would       
instruct us in offensive magic. I will       
admit I was a little disappointed      
that I could not find such a teacher        
during my time in Ilvaresh,     
considering the town boasts of so      
many great heroes, but I was not       
turned away completely. Those I met      
were kind and welcoming enough, and      
were indeed assets when the flying      
goblins attacked. 
 
But that is not why I write to you         
today. No, I write to offer my       
deepest thanks and appreciation, for     
you have shown me the light of a        
new path to follow. Amidst the      
flying goblins was a gnoll, a gnoll       
who had been beaten nearly to death       
by your town defenders. Granted, at      
the time I thought this to be quite        
an appropriate response! But then     
your people did not kill the gnoll,       
and when he awoke, I, in a moment        
of terror, offered him a coin, the only        
thing of value I had. And then the  
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most amazing thing happened. He     
gave me a hug. 
 
A hug. I was so shocked I didn’t        
know what to do at the time, but        
now I see that encounter for what it        
truly was: a life-changing experience.     
In that moment, the gnoll was not a        
monster to be feared, but simply a       
creature that was misunderstood.    
And so I have decided to dedicate       
myself exclusively to the study of the       
culture of the gnolls. It is my hope        
to learn their language and follow      
them closely, learning absolutely    
everything I can about them in their       
natural environment. So once again,     
thank you people of Ilvaresh for      
opening my eyes. 
 
-Deli Conoteur  
 
Budding Artist Wows Town 
 

I have been a traveler for many       
seasons, and I always find myself      
drawn to artistic talent. Towns with      
up-and-coming artists, cities that are     
known for their architecture or     
sculpture, these are the reasons I      
travel, and why I write. Today I       
would like to draw attention to a  

young elven artist by the name of       
Dalia. Though she is new to art, her        
teachers are quite impressed with her      
work. 
“She’s one of the best students I       
have.” boasts her primary instructor,     
Master Jelling of Einseldin. “I teach      
lots of students, and I mean LOTS,       
but Dalia has a certain knack for it,        
one of those things you just can’t       
teach. She’s going places.” 
 
And indeed, when I first saw her       
beautiful imagery I couldn’t help but      
agree with her instructor. Dalia’s art      
evokes a certain sense of realism that       
I find quite lacking in some modern       
art. So if you’re in Einseldin, make       
sure you look for this     
up-and-coming artist. She runs a     
small stall near the fountain of the       
Crying Lady, and there is usually a       
small line formed outside as people      
wait for their new masterpieces. 
 
-Jean Wagendoffer, Quill Reporter 
 
We're Waiting 
 

Greywolf. It seems you are good at       
doing quite a bit for yourself and       
nothing for your fellow guild  

members. 
 
We all work day after day on simple        
material as you seemingly get all the       
best things. And we're supposed to      
contribute to the guild? It seems to       
me we just contribute to your pockets. 
 
I urge all weaponsmith guild     
members to prepare for the change. I       
will lead us effectively. I will make       
sure every one of your cities has the        
proper supplies to forge quality     
weapons. So when the undead come      
about we aren't scrambling over the      
only silver dagger. 
 
Greywolf, we wait for you and our       
supplies. 
 
Stefan 
Weaponsmith of Pelain 
 
To the adventurers of Illvaresh, 
 

I must say I’m rather disappointed      
in the lackluster “festival” that you      
throw every month. I came for a       
party and instead found the town      
center of your forsaken swamp empty      
and devoid of all life. Your forts       
were left open and undefended and I  
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am assuming festering with the     
bodily fluids of the abominations     
that you let just wander around. 
I had heard stories of your festival       
and of the exploits of some of you so         
called heroes and I expected more.      
It’s a little sad really, you spread       
this idea of what you do and what        
you are and yet the truth of the        
matter is far from what you lie to        
the people about. You can be so much        
more, and I vow that until I once        
again hearr the sound of true      
festivities from your town that I      
will make no more trips toward it,       
and my wares (which let’s be honest       
I was hoping to sell) will go to more         
deserving folk. 
 

Regards 
Anadar Elias Aberdeen IV.  
 
Monster Manual: Trolls 
By The Creature Collector 
 

Salutations and good tidings,    
Morinar citizens! My name is Creet,      
and I've traveled the lands of      
Novashan and Nardmear for many     
years, collecting information and    
stories of our most monstrous of      
monsters and deadliest of undead.     
Now I wish to share my knowledge 

with you readers, to better help those       
that need it. 
 
This month's lesson will be trolls.      
Please be aware that these are the       
very basics of trolls, and there are       
many breeds and differences between     
types of trolls. 
 
Trolls are often very large, usually      
more than ten feet tall, which makes       
them nearly immune to attacks that      
usually render normal humans    
incapacitated, like hitting them on     
the head and trying to take them       
down in one strike. 
 
Trolls have a thick armor-like hide,      
which makes them even more hardy      
on top of their massive frame.The      
only things that can sufficiently kill      
a troll are fire and acid. Even if a         
troll is taken down to its last leg,        
their body will quickly start     
regenerating health and start to     
regain consciousness after about a     
minute. 
 
As stated above, usually the only      
way to kill a troll is by fire and acid.          
Many people will burn it will a       
torch or use a spell that causes fire  

and administer blows that cause     
death this way. If fire or acid isn't        
used to kill a troll, they WILL get        
back up and start attacking again. 
 
Trolls usually live in caves and don't       
often venture out into daylight     
unless hunting or looking for     
something. But, legends about trolls     
turning into stone in daylight are, for       
the most part, false. 
 
These are the basics of knowledge      
used to defeat a troll. Take this       
lesson to heart and stay safe out       
there friends. Next month I'll have a       
special Agelong article about Orcs. 
 

Here Ye, Hear Ye, 
 

The most noble Lord Mayor of      
Ilveresh is now seeking and     
recruiting individuals to perform    
tasks that are numerous and beyond      
the capabilities of the offices of the       
aforementioned noted to keep in check      
and balance. 
 

These tasks of note and benevolence      
shall be in ordnance to include, but       
by no means shall be limited to or        
shall be strictly prohibitive of, such      
things as guard duties, light  
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skirmishing, tracking, bounty   
collections, magic displays, recently    
deceased disposal, fire watch, bardic     
rhetoric, town crier, messenger,    
lighting town torches at the     
appropriate hour and other such     
activities in accordance due a station      
of relevant qualified or experienced     
individuals who shall conduct    
themselves through display and    
means in accordance of the highest      
class of commonry to be an example       
to those for whom and for which       
these services shall reach out and      
impression. 
 
Those party or parties interested     
shall make their presence known to      
us in person and in name documented       
for record in Ilveresh at the fifth       
month festivities of year 1016TM. 
 
The Card for the Month of May is... 
 
The Page of Cups 
 
The Page of Cups, Princess of the       
Waters and the Lotus, normally     
represents a young and poetic soul.      
Gentle and kind, the Page asks that       
we pay attention to our dreams and       
inner voices, and allow ourselves to  

enjoy the simple pleasures. 

 
Combining the elements of Earth and      
Water, the Lotus of the Palace of       
Floods brings with her the     
practicality of emotions, called the     
imaginative force, where our senses     
strengthen our emotions. Her    
embodied elements share cold and     
binding qualities, and are passively     
friendly to each other. Like the land       
and sea, the Page of Cups sits on the         
shore between solid and tactile     
sensation and the cool embrace of      
Emotion's waters. 
 

The Page of Cups is often a       
messenger of the depths, and     
professes the importance of  

relationships, both romantic and    
social. She is often known for      
delivering invitations, love letters, and     
secret information. 
 
A poem by Anonymous 
 
I went into a city bar, 
and found myself a lass. 
She had a bonnie derriere 
and was cheap at half the price. 
 
I took her to an empty room 
and took off all my clothes. 
And then my beauty smiled at me 
and tore off for the road. 
 
I chased her down 
all large and proud. 
That’s when the sheriff frowned. 
That’s why I’m here, 
if you’ll listen please 
and ease up on the rope. 
 
I didn’t know 
the duchess was here 
and certainly wouldn’t curse 
if it wasn’t for the bint of course. 
Who made off with my purse. 
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OOC News
 

Growing Goblins - GM staff 
Raffle - Eric Hitt 
Crimson Brotherhood - Tim S 
We’re Waiting - Erich O 
Town Jobs - Tim S 
 
Attention: Learn how to swing an      
axe properly! Learn how to remove a       
tree without leaving a stump! These      
and other safety instructions /     
demonstrations can be had by seeking      
out Tim Schafer (A.K.A. – Lord Sir       
Aeracon). 
 
Reminders from the Play Master: 
 
We have received a concern about      
NPCs not wearing sashes. While it      
has been a strong preference toward      
alternate costuming, roleplaying, and    
garb change versus sashes for NPCs      
to differentiate between a player     
portraying their PC vs NPC; We      
are discussing whether a sash is or       
should be mandatory. 
 
There was a report forwarded to the       
PlayMaster regarding an encounter    
in which an NPC was     
"drum-rolling", swinging down from  

over their head and striking in the       
face, and continued to strike as the       
player went down. as well as striking       
through walls. 
 
Please remember there is to be no       
fighting/striking through or over    
walls and only strike at targets that       
you can see to fight safely 
 
"When attacking, swing your weapon     
in a controlled manner. Swings     
should have a realistic angle of less       
than 180 degrees. A realistic angle is 
one such that, if the blow were being        
struck with a real weapon, the swing       
would be effective. Additionally, a     
player should never throw a shot at       
a target he cannot mundanely see. 
 
The object is to merely make contact       
with any legal target; shots need not       
bruise your opponent. Illegal targets     
are hands, neck, head and groin. No       
damage is received when attacks land      
in these areas. If complaints are      
made of a character delivering     
multiple shots to illegal targets, the      
marshalling staff will talk to that      
player. Shots in Kanar are never  

deemed too light. All attacks that are       
felt should be taken. If you have a        
problem with how light or how hard       
a player is swinging, take all damage       
and talk to them, or a marshal, after        
the fight." 
 
A few players have offered to have       
on-field practice "sparring" to aid in      
safer combat instruction on-field. If     
you are feeling rusty or just want to        
get better, this is highly     
recommended. 
 
When a member of the staff makes a        
ruling, clarification, or call: that call      
stands. There is NO argument. If      
there is a disagreement with the call       
or find it lacking in some fashion, I        
encourage you to email    
pm1@kanar.org to express your    
questions or contact a member of the       
Board of Directors. 
 
All Players, especially new players,     
MUST meet with a member of the       
Play Master staff prior to going on       
the field of play. 
 
Results of a conversation with the  
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PlayMaster, GameMaster, Econ, and    
CBD: we have determined according     
to the SOPs, that EVERY member      
of the SRT is able to deem a weapon         
to be fit or not. 
 
ALL weapon physical   
representations must be checked for     
safety and suitability at EVERY     
event by an authorized 
member of the Staff. All Game Staff       
Personnel defined in all game SOPs      
and BOD members shall fulfill the      
role 
of Safety Response Team members     
and are authorized to remove any      
weapons that are deemed unsafe until      
re- 
approved by the appropriate marshal.     
Since the SRT members are capable      
of deeming a weapon unsafe, it stands       
to reason that they are also fully       
capable of deeming if a weapon is       
safe and suitable for use at a Kanar        
event. 
  
You do NOT check your own      
weapons. I do not check MY own       
weapons. 

Any player that insists on     
attempting to use a weapon that has       
been deemed unsafe, is to be removed       
from combat for a specified duration      
by any member of the SRT. 
 
These directives from the SRT may      
not be overruled by any other      
authority in KGE for making any      
determination in regard to safety     
except the Safety Director, or a      
BOD member. Anyone who disobeys     
a Safety Response Team member     
regarding safety issues will be subject      
to removal from the field for the rest        
of the event, forfeiture of XP earned       
for that event and be subject to a        
Judicial Review. 
 
 
A few players have held gatherings      
for combat practice and weapon     
physical representation construction.   
We wholeheartedly thank you all     
and We are encouraging greater     
documentation of methods and    
materials to share with the     
membership. 
 

Current list of Play Master staff: 
 
PM1 Nathan Niemi 
PM2 Leigh 
PM Staff Dan Weiler 
PM Staff James Fragomeni 
PM Staff Eric Hitt 
PM Staff Tim Schafer 
Advisory PM Brandon Burns 
 
 
Neil Kiernan has been removed from      
the Play Master staff. 
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